
4 soverom Rekkehus til salgs i Marbella, Málaga

New Prestige Development in Sierra Blanca, the best neighbourhood of Marbella. Abundant sunshine, extensive
beaches and spectacular blue skies, this luxury new development is situated just below the hills of Sierra Blanca and
Camojan. Enjoying a climate that boasts more than 300 sunny days per year and an average temperature of 20
degrees. Discover this unique development with its breath-taking sea and mountain views, in a magnificent setting
surrounded by beautiful gardens and landscaping. On a privileged site with spectacular views of the Mediterranean,
this development is a dream come true. Just above Marbella's world famous Golden Mile and situated at the foot of
the hills that bear its name, Sierra Blanca is one of the most exclusive residential areas of both the Costa del Sol and
the whole of Europe. Barely a few metres way, you will encounter natural parks that form part of the sierra that are
ideal for taking a walk and enjoying the countryside. A magical place set in uniquely designed, green landscapes and
enjoying sea views, these villas are quite simply spectacular. Let yourself be swept away by the allure of Andalusia and
discover everything this magnificent housing development has to offer. Enjoying life in every way possible is the key to
eternal youth In a world where privacy, discretion and an efficient service seem to be at odds with each other, at this
development they are a reality. Here, wishes come true almost before they are made; whether through beautiful
panoramic views, a private garden or the privilege of an incredible swimming pool, you will enter a world of
unparalleled, meticulous customer care. Spacious and luxurious, the living rooms are one of the centrepieces of the
homes. The breathtaking views from the terrace are a unique asset to this development experience that is carefully
enhanced by the layout of the living rooms. They are the true heart of the house, waiting to be filled with life and joy.
Everyone needs a house to live in, but it is the moments spent in it that build a home. Le Blanc is Selling fast!, contact
us today to view this stunning development in Marbella.

Availability
Villas in the back row 4 bedrooms: 7, 8 and 9 (the show house sells fully furnished)
Villas in the middle row 4 bedrooms: 12
Villas in the front row 5 bedrooms: 21 and 22

Key Features
Exclusive villas with top-end design and build quality
Building licence in place and construction underway
Stunning views: sea / panoramic / garden
Highly sought-after Marbella area
Quiet, private plot surrounded by nature
Close to all amenities and fine dining options
Secluded communal pool area
Many customisation options available
Security Hut and CCTV system

  4 soverom   4 bad   Svømmebasseng

1.650.000€
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